2017 TasTESOL Conference Workshop
'Paragraph Analysis (& text cohesion)'
Anaphoric - Cataphoric - Exophoric references: devices that help text cohesion
e.g. pronouns (they, that, herself, etc) definite article (the) and discourse markers that refer
back or forwards in a text, or to something outside the text.

Task: Draw a line from the underlined word/phrase to the idea/thing/person it refers to:

(i)

A man walked out of the theatre at 6pm. He bumped into a woman who looked
shocked. The man must have said something rude to her. She seemed to argue
with him and ...

(ii)

The one thing I like about Hobart is the weather.

(iii)

My government has various policies for improving society. First, we'll
reduce taxes for all teachers. We'll also introduce a 4-day working week.
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reduce taxes for all teachers. We'll also introduce a 4-day working week.

From above:
i)
He, who. The man, her and him all refer back to something earlier in the text i.e.
they are anaphoric references
the theatre refers to something outside this text (something you assume the
reader knows, or something mentioned in a previous text, etc). It's an exophoric
reference.
ii)

The one thing refers ahead to the weather, i.e. it's a cataphoric reference.

iii)

various policies refer ahead to 'reduce taxes' and 'introduce a 4-day working
week' i.e. it's a cataphoric reference. We refers back to 'My government' i.e. it's
an anaphoric reference.

Exercise:

Practicing Anaphoric, Cataphoric & Exophoric references
(Exercise prepared by Giovanna MacFarlane.
Text from: www.ntid.rit.edu/sea/processes/referencewords/practice/phoric)

Identify whether the bolded reference words below are anaphoric, cataphoric, or exophoric.
1. For many years, East German people devised 'creative ways to sneak out of East
Germany. Some people dug tunnels; 2 others tried crashing through checkpoints with
cars, trucks, or buses; still others flew out in small airplanes or balloons. One
woman tied herself to the bottom of a car and passed through a checkpoint unnoticed.
And one family sewed fake Russian uniforms for 4themselves; then, they pretended to
be Russian soldiers and simply drove through a checkpoint. Some desperate people
tried scrambling over a barbed-wire fence or a wall. 'These people were often shot.
1. creative ways
2. others
3. still others
4. themselves
5. These people
2. On 21 December 1972, 6the Basic Treaty was signed by East and West Germany,
and relations between 7the two countries started to improve. During the next two
decades, they began to cooperate with 8each other by sharing cultural and
commercial Activities such as arts exchange programs and joint business ventures.
However, East Germans were still dissatisfied, for 10their living standard was lower
than "that of West Germany. 12Their industries produced inferior goods, and 13their
country was polluted from inferior mining methods and careless industrial waste.
6. the Basic Treaty
7. the two countries
8. each other
9. activities
10. their
11. that
12. Their
13. their country
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Identify whether the bolded reference words below are anaphoric, cataphoric, or exophoric.
1. For many years, East German people devised 'creative ways to sneak out of East
Germany. Some people dug tunnels; others tried crashing through checkpoints with
cars, trucks, or busses; 3still others flew out in small airplanes or balloons. One
woman tied herself to the bottom of a car and passed through a checkpoint unnoticed.
And one family sewed fake Russian uniforms for 4themselves; then, they pretended to
be Russian soldiers and simply drove through a checkpoint. Some desperate people
tried scrambling over a barbed-wire fence or a wall. 5These people were often shot.
1. creative ways - cataphoric - refers forward to 'digging tunnels ...' etc
2. Others - anaphoric - refers back to 'people'
3. still others - anaphoric - refers back to 'people'
4. Themselves - anaphoric - refers back to 'family'
5. These people - anaphoric - refers back to 'desperate people'
2.

On 21 December 1972, 6the Basic Treaty was signed by East and West Germany,
and relations between 7the two countries started to improve. During the next two
decades, they began to cooperate with 8each other by sharing cultural and
commercial Activities such as arts exchange programs and joint business ventures.
However, East Germans were still dissatisfied, for 1()their living standard was lower
than "that of West Germany. '2Their industries produced inferior goods, and 13their
country was polluted from inferior mining methods and careless industrial waste.
6. the Basic Treaty - exophoric - refers out of text
7. the two countries - anaphoric - refers back to 'East & West Germany'
8. each other - anaphoric - refers back to 'East & West Germany'
9. activities - cataphoric - refers forward to 'exchange programs ...' etc
10. Their - anaphoric - refers back to 'East Germany's'
11. That - anaphoric - refers back to 'living standard'
12. Their - anaphoric - refers back to 'East Germans'
13. their country - anaphoric: refers upward to East Germany'

